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HASHTAG LOVE 
 

By 
 

Peter Souter 
 

SCENE 1: 
We are in a radio recording studio. The theme tune to the Archers plays through fairly 
tinny near field speakers. 
 
We hear a tiny click of a talk back mic button. A man speaks in a quiet, unshowy 
monotone. This is Teddy. 
 
1. TEDDY   ...Fade out Barwick Green... Cue station  
     Announcer... ...and we’re out. That’s a red light off in  
     Archers One. Stand down tech Studio until the 7pm.  
     Thank you. 
Clicks off the internal talk back. 
 
2. TEDDY (CONT’D)  (Soto) Shame about poor Kirsty.  
 
We hear a gorgeous Welsh lilt. This is Flora. 
 
3. FLORA    Social media is having. A. Cow. And that cow is  
     going to have calves after that last scene. 
 
4. TEDDY   Bit insensitive of it. The cow, that is. 
 
5. FLORA (Ignoring him) I’d better keep half an eye on it. 
 
Teddy busies himself at the desk, Flora with her iPad. 
 
6. TEDDY   Great performance from Will & Annabelle. (Maybe not  
     the most romantic scene for Valentine’s Day.) 
 
7. FLORA    Pot in racist kettle accusation. 
 
8. TEDDY   I got you a card. 
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9. FLORA    “To Flora, from Teddy”  
 
10. TEDDY   Well, it’s not a secret is it? Between us anyway. 
 
11. FLORA    It was the “from” that attracted attention. 
 
Teddy clicks the studio intercom. 
 
12. TEDDY   Studio. Bobster, still there? 
 
13. BOBSTER   Yessir. 
 
14. TEDDY   Can you stick around for a bit longer? Just redo a  
     couple of effects for the 7pm. 
 
15. BOBSTER VO  

(Through Talkback)  Sure. Just got one quick thing to do first. 
 

16. TEDDY   Concuss yourself by walking into an immovable object,  
     perchance?  
 
17. BOBSTER VO   Sorry? 
 
18. TEDDY   Just a quip about your innate clumsiness Bob.  
     Supportive, comradely quip, obviously. 
 
19. BOBSTER VO  

(None too bright)  Oh, I see. Listen Teddy, Can I ask y... 
 

Teddy cuts Bobster off by removing his finger from the talk-back, uninterested in the 
minutiae of Bobster’s life. 
 
20. FLORA    It’s pretty rude when you do that.  
 
21. TEDDY   I’m trying to save his life. If I don’t regularly point out  
     his chronic lack of coordination (slight drawback in a  
     spot effects man) one day he’ll lop off both arms in an  
     entirely predictable chain-saw-juggling-related  
     accident. 
 
22. FLORA    No, it’s rude when you cut off the talk back while  
     someone is still talking. Back. 
 
23. TEDDY   I’m a sound engineer. Editing is a big part of the job. 
 
24. FLORA    And I’m your producer, confining your excesses is a  
     big part of mine. 
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25. TEDDY   Only for another hour or so.  
 
Bobster bumbles in. He’s big as a horse, enthusiastic as a Lab puppy and as dumb as a bag 
of rocks. 
 
26. BOBSTER   Anyone want a real cup of tea before I make fictional  
     ones? 
 
27. FLORA    Lovely. 
 
28. TEDDY   Wouldn’t say no. 
 
Their true characters in a single affirmative. Bobster bumbles out. 
 
29. FLORA    Seems weird finishing on a Tuesday but that’s how my  
     notice has panned out. 
 
30. TEDDY (Flat)   You can go now if you want. The 2.00pm has played  
     out, 7pm is just about ready to go. Then it’s someone  
     else’s problem.  
 
31. FLORA    I’ll stick around. People are going to be upset about  
     Kirsty. Want to keep an eye on Facebook & Twitter.  
 
We catch a little tapping of keys. 
 
32. TEDDY (More sensitive than his words)    

Yes, the fictional death of the fictional unborn baby of  
     a fictional character can be very upsetting. 
 
33. FLORA    You have a chest freezer where your heart should be. 
 
34. TEDDY   Is it called twitter because it’s an exchange between  
     twits? 
 
35. FLORA (Singsong)  Quite hard to remember what I ever saw in you at this  
     moment. 
 
36. TEDDY   Just saying there are real babies dying of real  
     preventable diseases in the third world. Be sure to  
     mention that to the tweetgramers, won’t you? 
 
37. FLORA    Nice attitude. Not sure we nailed the effects in scenes  
     1 and 7.  Pull up tonight’s episode again. 
. 
 
Teddy complies, we hear a quick snatch of the opening exchange of episode 18,216. And 
they talk over it as it runs. 
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38. SHULA VO   Steady on there... 
 
39. TEDDY   That’s scene one. What’s the other? 
 
40. FLORA    Seven. Stables Dining room effects a bit  
     “manufactured” according to my notes. 
 
41. ALISTAIR VO   Wine? 
41A. SHULA VO   Thank you Alistair.  
 
(Fade) 
 
42. TEDDY   Okay. I’ll have a fiddle with both. 
 
(Returning to their argument) 
 
43. TEDDY   You concentrate on encouraging the twitteratti to  
     remember to take their meds.   
 
44. FLORA    Archers fans (who happen to pay both our wages,  
     incidentally) write brilliantly and with real empathy  
     and insight. And I will take great pleasure in  
     moderating them, in your presence, with the specific  
     intention of making you even grumpier than you  
     normally are on this, our last ever studio session  
     together. 
 
45. TEDDY   I love you too. 
 
46. FLORA    You just find it difficult to write down.  
 
47. TEDDY   How do you mean?  
 
48. FLORA    “To Flora from Teddy”... You couldn’t risk a “love”  
     because I’m leaving? 
 
49. TEDDY   Because I wasn’t sure what was going on with us. 
 
50. FLORA    What d’you mean ‘us’? 
 
51. TEDDY   Is there an us? 
 
52. FLORA    Well, I certainly exist. Admittedly if somebody told me  
     you’d turned out to be a high functioning cyborg I’m  
     not sure I’d be totally amazed. 
 
53. TEDDY 

(Very underplayed)  Is there an us... anymore? 
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54. FLORA    Gosh. Is that a thing we talk about? Not sure I recall it  
     coming up much. The word ‘us’. 
 
(Switching to reading real tweets) 
 
55. FLORA    Oh Lord, here we go.  

“No, no, no! Poor Kirsty! And on Valentine’s. What’s  
wrong with the universe??”  
 

58. TEDDY   Fascinating. Studio. Bobster. Can we get the saddle  
out? Flora  

     wants to redub the rub down (pleasing sentence). 
 
No reply. 
 
59. FLORA    Just work on the library effects till he reappears. 
 
60. TEDDY   I’ve got exterior whoosh on channel D. Generic  
     tweeting (the real kind) on E. Specific Great Tits on F. 
 
61. FLORA 
(Groucho style)   Why thanks honey... 
 
62. TEDDY 
(Ignoring her)   Is it too early in the year for Great Tits? We don’t want  
     your friends on social media losing their minds over  
     anachronisms and miscarriages. 
 
63. FLORA    No, the Great Tits are out by now, insert your own  
     joke here. 
 
64. TEDDY   Is that it? Just one bereft person taken to the internet?  
 
She taps the iPad. 
 
65. FLORA    Uh-oh, there are a looot of emotional punters out  
     there. Listen to this from @beckysbooks “Streaming  
     mascara on the A436, do they let Pandas drive cars,  
     hashtag poor Kirsty” 
 
(Talkback) 
 
66. FLORA    Any sign of that t... 
 
Bobster bursts in. 
 
67. BOBSTER   Taddaaaar! 
 
67a  FLORA    Bobster! 
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68. TEDDY   Gosh. A balloon. 
 
69. BOBSTER   And cake! Well, Jaffa cakes! 
 
70. FLORA    The king of cake-biscuits! 
 
71. BOBSTER   And. Most important. 
 
72. TEDDY   Oh no... 
 
73. BOBSTER   I wrote you a song! 
 
74. TEDDY   ...The ukulele was the ominous hint...  
 
75. BOBSTER   Can’t let you leave without a fuss. 
 
76. TEDDY   We absolutely can. 
 
77. FLORA    Quiet Eeyore. I love his songs. Hit it Bobster! 
 
Bobster gives his Ukulele an inexpert intro strum. 
 
78. BOBSTER   Flora. Flora. We all adoreya. Your going leaves us all  
     the poor-a. Flora. Flora. Please, we implore-ya, You’re  
     cleverer than Dora the explora. 
 
79. TEDDY   One verse. Please God. Just one verse. 
 
80. BOBSTER   Flora. Flora. Who could ignore-ya? Her beauty alone  
     often floorsya. Flora. Flora. I must just informya. You  
     break hearts when you walk out the dooraaaaa! 
 
81. FLORA    (Clapping) Bravo! Adora-ble! 
 
82. BOBSTER   I thank you kind lady. 
 
82a  Flora    Hey, careful there… 
 
There’s suddenly a loud crash. 
 
83. TEDDY   Never a good idea to bow whilst wearing a ukulele. 
 
84. BOBSTER   S’Okay, it’s just the milk. 
 
Another crash. 
 
85. BOBSTER (CONT’D)  Oh sugar. Now it’s the tea too. And the sugar. 
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85a FLORA    Flippin’ heck! 
 
86. TEDDY   Need something to dry this. Liquids and thirty grand  
     mixing desk don’t tend to... mix. 
 
87. FLORA    Hold on....  
 
(A moments struggle as she takes off her shirt) 
 
88. FLORA    Here.  
 
89. BOBSTER   Gosh! 
 
90. FLORA    Take your shirt off too, we can’t let it get into the desk. 
 
91. BOBSTER   Right! Shirt! 
 
(Struggling with his shirt) 
 
92. TEDDY (Calming)  Bob, get that towel from the studio.  
 
92a BOBSTER   Will do. 
 
Bobster leaves. 
 
93. FLORA    Any harm done? We didn’t lose anything important? 
 
94. TEDDY   I think everything’s okay. 
 
He clicks a few more buttons. 
 
95. TEDDY (CONT’D)  My cardy is on the door, put it on. 
 
A moment’s peace. And a slight thaw. 
 
96. FLORA    I like that you call it a cardy. 
 
97. TEDDY   Well, nobody’s entirely without redeeming qualities. 
 
(Over the talk back) 
 
98. TEDDY   Studio? Bobster? Forget the towel, we are okay. 
 
A beat. 
 
99. FLORA    I like at least three things about you, now I think about  
     it. 
 
100. TEDDY   Really? What are the other two? On top of the cardy. 
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101. FLORA    You have nice cow eyes. 
 
102. TEDDY   The eyes of a nice cow? Or nice eyes, like a cow. 
 
103. FLORA    You are not helping my list. 
 
104. TEDDY   Sorry. Continue. 
 
They are trying to settle each others jangling nerves. 
 
105. FLORA    I like that you smell like wood. 
 
106. TEDDY   Wood? 
 
107. FLORA  

  You smell like... Cedar trees. A bit. No idea why... And  
     you are sweet to my poor, crazy mum...  
 
A beat. 
 
108. TEDDY   That’s four things. 
 
109. FLORA    It was three plus the cardy. 
 
110. TEDDY   That’s still four things, technically.  
 
We hear the tip tap of Teddy working his deck as they talk. 
 
111. FLORA    Okay. Well, turns out all four of the things I like about  
     you are easily counter-balanced by the pedantry... 
 
More tapping. 
 
112. TEDDY   Oh... Crap. Deep, pungent crap... 
 
113. FLORA    Well, not entirely counter balanced... 
 
114. TEDDY   That bloody idiot!! 
 
115. FLORA    What? 
 
116. TEDDY   I had the 7pm Ep file up and... 
 
117. FLORA    And?? 
 
118. TEDDY   ...he’s wiped it with his sodding goodbye tea?! 
 
119. FLORA    WHAT!!! 
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120. TEDDY   It might be okay... let’s see what’s on the mainframe... 
 
Furious tapping and twisting of knobs. 
 
 
121. FLORA (Very fast)  How can it be wiped?? You back up. You back up your  
     back ups. You live for back ups. You get everyone’s  
     back up with your back ups. 
 
122. TEDDY   Yes. All of those words are really helping... 
 
123. FLORA    Sorry. But... 
 
124. TEDDY   Okay. Okay. Two things. First, we have a CD back up. 
 
125. FLORA    Good. 
 
126. TEDDY   Somewhere. 
 
127. FLORA    Not so good. 
 
128. TEDDY   Bobster archives the CDs. 
 
129. FLORA    Borderline disaster. Why do we let... 
 
130. TEDDY   We never use the CDs. We give them to Bob to keep  
     him busy between effects. 
 
131. FLORA    Excellent. You said two things... 
 
132. TEDDY   I. Have. Got... 
 
(Tapping furiously) 
 
133. TEDDY   ...back. Everything... 
 
134. FLORA    Brilliant! 
 
135. TEDDY   Except... 
 
136. FLORA    Are you trying to pop that vein on my forehead?? 
 
137. TEDDY   ...scenes 1 and 7. The ones we were tweaking... about  
     four minutes worth. 
 
141. FLORA (CONT’D) 
(On talkback, attempting calm) Studio. Robert. We need to lay hands on the CD back  
     up of tonight’s 7pm episode. Quickly as please. 
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142. BOBSTER   Oh. Okay. Um. No problem. I think I ... 
 
He is cut off, as usual. 
 
143. FLORA    We’re going to need a plan B. 
 
144. TEDDY (False confidence) Bobster will find the CD.  
 
145. FLORA  (To self)  Who’s in those scenes? 
 
We hear her rustling through scripts. 
 
146. FLORA (CONT’D)  Shula, Miranda and Anisha. Oh, arsebuckets,... and  
     Alistair as well. 
 
(clicking the talkback) 
 
147.  FLORA    Studio. Bobster. Track down Judy, Lucy and Anneika  
 
(Clicking off the talk back) 
 
155. TEDDY   And Michael! For Seven. 
 
156. FLORA (Back on talk back) And Michael! They should be around somewhere,  
     there was a read through for 18/217 earlier. Tell  

security to stop anyone with an equity card from  
leaving! 

 
157. BOBSTER   Yesmam. 
 
Flora takes a breath. 
 
158. TEDDY   We’ll be fine. Bobster will find the CDand we’ll be fine. 
 
161. FLORA    Okay. I like five things about you. You’re calm in a  
     crisis... Are you sure it’s gone? The four minutes? 
 
162. TEDDY   Yes. Do you remember asking me to play it through?  
     That’s when Bobster decided to douse my life’s work  
     in tea. And sugar. But not milk, thankfully. 
 
163. FLORA    Is the milk especially bad? 
 
164. TEDDY   I was trying to lighten the moment. Anything wet is a  
     disaster. We’re lucky we didn’t spill Bobster on the  
     mixing desk. 
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Another beat. A change of tides far out in the emotional ocean. Flora returns to the main 
subject. 
 
 (Tentative. Obviously a subject she’s been avoiding) 
 
165. FLORA    There wasn’t much ‘us’ when we worked together.  
     And lived in the same city. Do you think... there will be  
     more when I live and work in London? 
 
166. TEDDY   Maybe absence will do that thing that it does.  

To the heart. 
 
 
167. FLORA (Cockney. Kind of) Makes it Jane Fonda. 
 
168. TEDDY   What was that? 
 
169. FLORA    Cockney rhyming slang. 
 
170. TEDDY   That’s not how it works. 
 
171. FLORA    It wasn’t the full Ray Winstone I admit... 
 
172. TEDDY   No. I mean that’s not how Cockney Rhyming Slang  
     works. You use a word that rhymes with the word you  
     are encoding. Not the actual word. Jane Fonda doesn’t  
     rhyme with ‘Fonder’, it is Fonder. 
 
173. FLORA    Different spelling surely? 
 
174. TEDDY   It’s an aural tradition. 
 
175. FLORA  (Sigh)   When we first met all this verbal sparring was quite  
     fun. Sexy even sometimes. Mostly because I thought  
     you were flirting. Pretending you were a ghastly  
     pedant who kind of hated me... Then I realised that you  
     really are a ghastly pedant who kind of hates me. 
 
176. TEDDY   Rubbish.  
 
Pause. 
 
177. FLORA    That was your opportunity to say more words. 
 
180. TEDDY   I don’t hate you.  
 
Another beat. 
 
181. FLORA    This is where an ordinary person would say “I don’t  
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     hate you my darling, how could you say that?? I love  
     you with all my heart. And not just because I fancy a  
     shag on the evenings when it’s my ex-wife’s turn to  
     have my son.” 

 
184. TEDDY (Clearly struggling) I do. With all my heart. 
 
A beat. 
 
185. FLORA    What’s the thing the screenwriters say? “Show, don’t  
     tell”. Anybody can say “I love you with all my heart”.  
     The trick, Teddy, is to show it. 
 
Bobster returns. 
 
186. BOBSTER   I caught Lucy and Judy. 
 
187. FLORA    Good. 
 
188. BOBSTER   And Michael and Anneika are in Costa,  
     apparently. Heading back. 
 
189. FLORA    Excellent. 
 
190. BOBSTER   But I can’t find the CD. 
 
191. FLORA    What? 
 
192. BOBSTER   There’s been a reshuffle. Hot desking etc. And the  
     place where they normally go isn’t... there anymore.  
 
193. FLORA    There’s going to be dead air. Dead air on my last day.  
     I’m going to kill you and bury you in an unmarked  
     grave, Bobster. 
 
194. TEDDY   Anyone can make a mistake. While  
     singing you a charming leaving song and making you  
     special tea. 
 
195. FLORA    Special episode-slaying tea. 
 
196. TEDDY   Bob. Get the actors in the Green. Give them the 18/216  
     script to re-read and tell them we’ll go again in ten.  
 
197. BOBSTER   Yessir. 
 
He dashes out. 
 
198. FLORA    Kill him. Bury him in an unmarked grave. Then dig him  
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     up.  And kill him again. 
 
199. TEDDY   How will you find it? 
 
200. FLORA    What? 
 
201. TEDDY   The grave. If it’s unmarked. 
 
202. FLORA    The. Freshly. Turned. Soil. 
 
203. TEDDY   Listen. It’s no problem. Let’s give the cast a few  
     minutes to gather. Then we’ll just go again, cut, post  
     and be ready to play out. No worries. 
 
(Talkback) 
 
204. TEDDY   Studio. Bobster? Soon as you’ve given out scripts. I’m  
     going to need those wild spots. 
 
205. BOBSTER   What’s first Ted? Please say coconuts on gravel! 
 
206. TEDDY   ‘Fraid not. 
 
207. BOBSTER (Hang dog) It’s never coconuts on gravel.  
 
208. TEDDY 
(Not in the mood, rattling off a list) 

Saddle, rough blanket for the horse skin and  
something to rub it down with is the priority. You can  
do a few clops if we have time. 
 

209. FLORA 
(Also clipped) 

And Bobster, you run the actors in studio. I’ll have half  
an ear on the takes through my headset but we are  
pretty busy in here in the cubicle trying to do two days  
work in 45 minutes.  
 

210. BOBSTER   Rig... 
 
He’s cut off mid-word as usual 
Back in control, Teddy returns to the subtext. 
 
211. TEDDY   I showed you. You just... weren’t always looking at the  
     right time. 
 
212. FLORA    You’re right. I clearly ruined our relationship by  
     blinking at key moments. 
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A beat. A hint of guilt from Flora. 
 
213. FLORA (CONT’D)  I shouldn’t have brought your Sammy into this.  
     Patently. Stressed by the whole... lost episode thing.  
     You know I adore him.  
 
214. TEDDY   I do. 
 
215. FLORA    I’m going to miss him. 
 
216. TEDDY   He’ll be very sad you’re going. When he finds out. 
 
217. FLORA    You haven’t told him I’m going? 
 
218. TEDDY   I didn’t know what to tell him. Until we’d discussed  
     what it... means. 
 
219. FLORA    We have discussed it Ted. I’m going to London to start  
     a new job. Which means living in London. Which is,  
     you know, rather on the extreme outskirts of  
     Birmingham. Where you live. So... 
 
220. TEDDY   So? 
 
221. FLORA    So. I’d say to Sammy that you and I are breaking up.  
 
Nothing from Teddy. 
 
222. FLORA (CONT’D)  Except we weren’t that together were we? Together  
     enough to have a formal relationship which needed  
     dissolving. Discussing and dissolving. Did we? Not  

something that needed a relationship update on  
Facebook... 
 

223. TEDDY   ...no situation needs that... 
 
224. FLORA    ...Just sex on some week nights. Fun sex, admittedly.  
     The bendy, intense kind that will stick in the memory.   
 
Perhaps a moment of unwanted revery. Then she stirs from it. 
 
225. FLORA (CONT’D)  But also lots of fights. Fights about matters  
     grammatical and sociological at all times of the day or  
     night. Lots of things that made life difficult. One of us  
     being completely emotionally closed off. That kind of  
     difficulty.  
 
Long pause. Then... 
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226. TEDDY   Okay. That’s settled. We’re breaking up. 
 
He clicks on the talkback without ceremony. 
 
 
227. TEDDY (CONT’D)  Bob. Put the saddle between Shula and Miranda  
     please. Keep brushing down the horse during the take. 
 
228. FLORA (Conflicted)  That it? 
 
229. TEDDY   Yes. I can add whinnies from Library. 
 
230. FLORA    No. I mean is that it? Nothing else you want to talk  
     over? 
 
231. TEDDY   Nope. That was the major point. I brought in a box of  
     your stuff actually, assuming as much.  
 
232. FLORA (Lying)  Well. That’s a relief. Glad you didn’t want to throw a  
     scene. 
 
233. TEDDY   I’m pleased for you. It’s the step up you wanted and I  
     want you to have the things you want. Show your bad  
     Dad. Please your mad Mum. 
 
234. FLORA    Well. Okay. Actually I wanted to run Newsnight. Or  
     Poldark. But... junior producer on The  
     One Show is a start I guess. Telly. London. Trying not  
     to get into Chris Evans eye line when he’s in a mood.  
     Every girl’s dream. 
 
235. TEDDY   Exactly. Great for you.  
 
(Casually) 
 
236. TEDDY   How are the twoots coming along? 
 
 
237. FLORA    What? 
 
238. TEDDY   The Twoots, Instabooks and Facegrams. How are they  
     coming along? 
 
239. FLORA    Oh Arsebuckets!! I forgot.  
 
We hear her tapping away at her tablet furiously. 
 
240. FLORA (CONT’D)  Oh. Well. Hmm. Glad I’m not one of the writers at this  
     point. One or two of the virtual villagers have  
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     pitchforks and torches. “@ImVincentMurphy:  
     Beginning to miss the Tom who'd harp on & on about  

productivity of his sausages rather than the  
     productivity of his sausage” They should let the fans  
     write the whole show.  
 
Teddy, misdirecting, flips out a little. 
 
241. TEDDY   What. Is. The. Point? Why do people need to tell us  
     what they’ve just listened- 
     to/eaten/bought/photograph or shagged. Why is their  
     existence deemed any more significant simply because  
     it is observed? Social media is massed vanity made  
     digits.  
 
(Clicks Talkback) 
 
242. TEDDY   Okay Judy, Lucy, let’s just run one for timing please.  
     This is a retake on scene 1 ep 18/216, i.d. 03 and 150,  
     standing by for green light... 
 
243. SHULA VO   Steady on there... 
 
Teddy fades down the scene which runs very quietly in the background through the next 
exchange. A beat, then Flora is unable to resist returning to their argument. 
 
244. FLORA    ...It’s simply confirmation that we are social animals.  
 
245. TEDDY   What?? 
 
246. FLORA    I think it’s nice that we still want to sit under a digital  
     tree and pick fleas off each other.  

 
(Clicking the talkback) 
 
247. FLORA    Go again please, from line five, page one.  
 
They pick up again. 
 
248. TEDDY   How can you fight and listen at the same time? 
 
249. FLORA    I’m a woman. We can multi task, multiply and  

multi-orgasm. Though not necessarily in that order.  
 

250. TEDDY   Okay. Affairs, stalking, grooming, trolling or burglary.  
     Where would you like to start? Let’s talk to uncle  
     Google... 
 
251. FLORA    Yes, because that’s going to get the four minutes  
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     restored, isn’t it? 
 
252. TEDDY   Like you, I can do both. Ambidextrous and mentally  
     adroit.  
 
253. FLORA  (Talk back)  Go again on that scene please. 
 
254. BOBSTER (Talk back) Okay Cube. 
 
255. TEDDY   This is a retake on scene 1 ep 18/216, take two… 
 
The scene continues to play out softly in the background. Teddy taps his laptop. 
 
256. TEDDY (CONT’D)  Here we go.  
 
(Reading) 
 
257. TEDDY   29% of all sex crime begins in social media. A third of  
     all paedophilic grooming begins online.  
 
258. FLORA    Gentle reminder that we are in fact talking about a  
     bunch of lovely Archers fans expressing  
     empathy for a much loved character’s loss. 
 
259. TEDDY   No! We are talking about the moral collapse of  
     western culture!  
 
(Talk back on) 
 
260. TEDDY (CONT’D)  Studio: Bobster I think that Anisha is a little too far off  
     mic. 
 
261. BOBSTER   Moving the stand now sir. One for level please Anisha. 
 
262. ANISHA VO   Sure, what’s the trouble? 
 
263. MIRANDA VO   He has a wound on his right heel. 
 
264. TEDDY (Cutting in)  Okay. Got that. Let’s go again. 
 
We hear the Archers scene begin again. And then our scene begins again. 
 
265. TEDDY (CONT’D)  Friendsreunited: started thousands of affairs, robbers  
     use Facebook to see who’s off on holiday leaving their  
     houses ready for ransack, Instagram: the stalker’s best  
     pal. I’m puzzled to my marrow why people feel that  
     they need to wear their liver and kidneys on the  
     outside like we are all suddenly supposed to be the  
     bloody Pompidou Centre! 
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266. FLORA    It’s the end of loneliness. The beginning of a world  
     where we understand and appreciate each other  
     properly. Look how cathartic it is for the Archers fan  
     base. @sharpe “can barely see to type this. Bloody  
     brilliant hashtag the archers”  

It’s important. It’s human. And,  
you might need to look this next word up Ted, it’s FUN. 

 
267. FLORA  (Talkback)  That’s a lovely take everyone. Let’s do another but pick  
     up the pace this time. 
 
The actors reset and our lovers set to. 
 
268. TEDDY   What about breaking the fourth wall?  
 
269. FLORA    I don’t think there is actually a fourth wall in radio. 
 
270. TEDDY (Still chuntering) Children have the concentration span of goldfish on 

amphetamines. And all the post offices are closed! 
 

271. FLORA    Oh, Teddy... 
 
272. TEDDY   A young man goes to a funeral. He says to the vicar  
     “what’s the wifi password here?” The vicar says  
     “Young man, have some respect for your poor, dead  
     mother” The kid says “Is that all lower case?” 
 
273. FLORA    It’s progress.  
 
(TALKBACK ON)  
 
274.  FLORA      ...that’s great everyone. Can we go again from 6 on 3  
     through to 17 on 5?  
 
(TALKBACK OFF) 
 
275.  FLORA (Back to Teddy) Progress Teddy. 
 
276. TEDDY   Why is progress always seen as a positive thing? 
 
277. FLORA    Really?? 
 
278. TEDDY   Just taking the contrary position  
     for... fun.  Once we’ve rerecorded these scenes  
     we’re done so... good to settle a few things, no? 
 
279. FLORA    You are impossible. 
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(Deep breath) 
 
280. FLORA    Okay. Progress has doubled life expectancy.  
     You, for example, would have been a corpse for five  
     years by now in your beloved Shakespeare’s time. You  
     can go on being a closed off up tight nit picking luddite  
     with annoyingly nice brown cow’s eyes till you are  
     eighty these days. That’s progress. 
 
281. TEDDY   I will give you doctors inventing things.  
 
282. FLORA    Big of you. 
 
283. TEDDY   But why is new automatically... better? Why is it better  
     that all these people on your tablet can express every  
     opinion that enters their head the moment it enters  
     their head? OMG-LOL-WTF-Awesome. 
 
284. FLORA    It’s a new art form, troglodyte! Literature in its purest  
     form. 140 characters to express an idea. It takes style  
     and economy and elan. I love that ninety seconds after  
     the world learns that Trump allegedly likes being  
     peed on some bright spark is enquiring if that’s why  
     he’s such an off-putting orange colour. It. Is. Funny. It’s  
     communion. I, for example, can go onto my friends’  

group…. 
 
(Tapping her iPad noisily) 
 
285. FLORA    ….and, pulling a random example out of thin air,... ask  
     them if I should stay with my introverted, irritable  
     not-quite-boyfriend in Birmingham or go to the city  
     where the streets are paved with gold and stimulating 

job offers. Responses please.  
 

(Extravagant tap to indicate posting) 
 
286. FLORA    It’s new and fresh and exciting. I like new and fresh  
     and exciting. 
 
287. TEDDY   I know. 
 
288. FLORA    I want to make new things! Do new things. Eat stuff  
     with tentacles and too many eyes. I want to wear out,  
     not rust. Be involved in things that some people love  
     and some people hate. Just as long as they aren’t...  
     indifferent. If I’m absolutely honest that’s what I really  
     liked about this newly christened phenomenon ‘us’! I  
     liked that sometimes I love you and sometimes I hate  
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     you. I am not and never have been indifferent to you.  
     Murder you or shag you. Never could quite decide. 
 
289. TEDDY   Well, sometimes you seemed like you might shag me  
     to death. 
 
290. FLORA (With dignity) Yes. They were moments of indecision. Not  
     indifference... Oh buckets-of-arse! 
 
291. TEDDY   What? 
 
292. FLORA    No-no-nooo! 
 
293. TEDDY   Care to expand? 
 
294. FLORA    I didn’t post that ‘shall we split?’ question to my 

Facebook timeline. 
 

295. TEDDY (Cheered)  Excellent. 
 
296. FLORA    I posted it to the Archers’ fan timeline. 
 
297. TEDDY  
(Normal service resumed)  Excellent. 
 
298. FLORA    Oh nooo, some of them have started replying. 
 
299. TEDDY   Excellence personified. 
 
300. FLORA    Yeah, they aren’t madly on your side I’m afraid  
     sweetheart. Oh well. Guess you can’t be fired on your  

last day... 
 
In a gap in their conversation a line from the cast drifts to the fore. 
 
301. MIRANDA VO   ...I’m supposed to be buying my husband a Valentine’s  
     present. 
 
302. FLORA  (To self)  Too angry… 
 
(TALK BACK ON) 
 
303. FLORA    Guys, that’s great, just coming through for a chat.  

I think Miranda might be more embarrassed than  
angry at this point... 
 

Flora leaves, passing Bobster in the door. 
 
304. BOBSTER   Is the blanket coming across as horse skin? I’m  
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     grooming away but I’m not sure it sounds right. 
 
305. TEDDY   It’s fine. The only thing that’s fine in fact,... 
 
(Quietly) 
 
306. TEDDY   ...in a world where total strangers can encourage your  
     girlfriend to dump you. 
 
A BEAT. 
 
307. BOBSTER   Tragic, isn’t it? 
 
308. TEDDY   You’re telling me. It’s tragic when a slightly unrealistic  
     horse grooming effect is the best thing in your life. 
 
309. BOBSTER   No. I mean Flora. Flora going. 
 
310. TEDDY   Oh. Yes. Shame. Still.  
 
311. BOBSTER   Thought she might change her mind. 
 
312. TEDDY   Driven girl. 
 
Teddy is distracted, working on a brief re-edit of a line of dialogue. 
 
313. BOBSTER (Blurting)  I love her Teddy. 
 
314. TEDDY   Yes. She’s lovely.  
 
315. BOBSTER   No. I mean. I love her. I think we  
     should get married.  
 
316. TEDDY   Really? 
 
317. BOBSTER   I do.  
 
318. TEDDY (Catching up) Well. Then. I could see why you’d be sad she’s leaving. 
 
319. BOBSTER   She’s so beautiful and kind and clever and funny and  
     sparky and beautiful. Do you think I should tell her? 
 
320. TEDDY   Oh. Bob. Listen, I’m not great at relationship advice.  
 
321. BOBSTER   But I should tell her, right? It’s not a bad thing  
     to hear:  “I love you”. I assume... 
 
There’s a little moment where Teddy obviously resolves to be kind to the kid. 
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322. TEDDY   It’s a wonderful thing to hear Bob. She could do a lot  
     worse. 
 
323. BOBSTER   Think so? 
 
324. TEDDY   I do. But listen my friend. Prepare yourself for the idea  
     that she is very committed to this new job. It’s  
     something she’s always wanted. I think it’s possible  
     that, right now, she might put work before love.  
 
325. BOBSTER   Right. Yes. Needs some thought, that. Thanks Teddy.  
     You’re a great man. 
 
326. TEDDY   Wouldn’t go that far. 
 
Bobster and Flora pass in the doorway. 
 
329. FLORA    Bobster, they are getting dry in there. Can you do a  
     water run? 
 
330. BOBSTER   Anything for you. 
 
Bobster makes a tiny joyful noise and then he’s gone. 
 
332.  FLORA (CONT’D)  That should keep them busy for a bit. Where were we? 
 
333. TEDDY   I think we are well on the way to a restored Ep.  
 
334. FLORA    A full 12 minute episode would be a relief at this point. 
 
335. TEDDY   Flora. What do you think of Bobster? 
 
336. FLORA (Immediately) Big as a barn, enthusiastic as an un-neutered Labrador  
     puppy, dumb as a bag of rocks. 

 
337. TEDDY   Be a bit careful with him today. I think he’s quite upset  

about your leaving. 
 
338. FLORA    That’s sweet. If only you were more like the other  
     humans, Teddy. You could experience these things we  
     call emotions too. 
 
339. TEDDY   I think he is rather sweet on you. 
 
340. FLORA    I could always bring him with me. Strap his bulk to the  
     roof of my mini for the trip down the M1. 
 
341. TEDDY   Well, as long as you are taking me seriously. 
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342. FLORA    Don’t use poor Bobster as cover. If you’ve got 
     something to say, man up and say it yourself. 
 
343. TEDDY   I’ve asked you to stay. I don’t have anything to add I  
     don’t think. 
 
344. FLORA    Bollocks. You never asked me to stay. 

 
347. TEDDY   What? 
 
348. FLORA    The words “Don’t go” have never, in any form; aural,  
     digital or pen-and-bloody-anti-progress ink, left your  
     body. 
 
349. TEDDY   That’s not true. 
 
350. FLORA    Yes it is. 
 
351. TEDDY   Well. Maybe not in those exact words. I didn’t want to  
     stand in the way of something you wanted that much. 
 
352. FLORA    Rubbish. You’re relieved. 
 
353. TEDDY   How can you say that? 
 
354. FLORA    Easy. I breathe out through my larynx and form my  
     mouth into the appropriate shapes.  
 
355. TEDDY   I’m not relieved you are going. I’m...I’m... 
 
356. FLORA    Elated? Euphoric? Exultant? Ecstatic? Surely it’s an  
     alliterative jamboree for you Ted? 
 
357. TEDDY   You have me all wrong.  
 
358. FLORA    An end to all those unreasonable demands, holding  
     hands in the street, expressing feelings out loud. You 

were longing for me to get a job in TV.  
 
[TALK BACK ON] 
 
359. FLORA    Brilliant, that’s a wrap on Scene One. Judy can we keep  
     you for Shula in scene seven please? Bobster, get  
     Michael in... 
 
360. BOBSTER   Right awa... 
 
He’s cut off, as ever 
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361. FLORA    I know you liked the sex. And you liked me liking it.  
     Loving it actually. And you appreciate a laugh as much  
     as the next man (unless the next man is Jeremy Corbyn  

curse you Ed Milliband and your disastrous fratricide) 
 
362. TEDDY   You are wandering off the point. 
 
363. FLORA    What point? 
 
364. TEDDY   “Us”. 
 
365. FLORA    There is no point of us, in us, to us! Nobody even  
     bloody knows!  
 
366. TEDDY   Apart from thousands of Archers social media fans. 
 
367. FLORA (Sheepish)  Apart from them (still not much support for you from  
     them, incidentally) But in real life we’ve been going  
     out for a year and Bobster is oblivious! Your son  
     thinks I’m your cleaner! My Mum and Dad think I’m a  
     lesbian… 
 
368. BOBSTER (Talkback) Ready to roll in here. 
 
369. TEDDY (Talkback)  This is Ep 18/216, scene seven, take one. Green light  
     coming up. 
 
370. ALISTAIR VO   Wine? 
371A. SHULA VO   Thank you Alistair.  
 
Again the scene runs under our dialogue, not quite audible as Teddy has dipped the 
cubicle speakers. 
 
371. TEDDY   I’m just... a private person.  
 
372. FLORA    No. Poor George Michael was a private person.  
     Howard Hughes was a bit on the shy side. You are  

moated castle. With the gate up. 
      
373. TEDDY   Why does the world have to know our business?  
     Everyone’s business. These things used to be called  

boasting. They used to be thought ugly.  
 
374. FLORA (Checking Facebook) 

Oh hell’s tits, my accidental ‘shall we split post’ has got  
a ton likes and precious few thumbs down from the  
Archers community already. The BBC social police are  
going to disembowel me as an example to others.  
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375. TEDDY   No comment. 
 
376. FLORA    How long till you’re done with the cut? I’m not sure I  
     can stand much more of this sanctimonious, tweedy  
     crap. 
 
Teddy digs deep. 
 
377. TEDDY (Softly)  I lost everything. Is that so hard to understand? I lost  
     my marriage and my home and my son apart from  
     every second weekend and Wednesday nights if he  
     doesn’t have a better offer. I lost so much I lost myself. 
 
378. FLORA    Oh Teddy... 
 
379. TEDDY   And then I found you. Suddenly I had something I  
     couldn’t.. Someone I couldn’t lose. Couldn’t share.  
     Couldn’t dare to... get attached to. You light up every  
     room you walk into. Your smile is visible from space.  
     The Skylab people probably had to fit curtains so they  
     can get some sleep when they pass Britain. 
 
380. FLORA (Quietly)  Nobody calls it Skylab anymore babe. 
 
381. TEDDY   You take this weird little room with coconuts in gravel  
     and you make it the National Theatre. Just by walking  

around and telling people they are great. 
 
382. FLORA    It’s important to be positive. 
 
383. TEDDY   Shut up. You wanted me to talk, now I’m talking. 
 
384. FLORA    Fair point. 
 
384a BOBSTER (Talkback) How that? 
 
385. FLORA  (Talkback) 
     Very good. Not so sad on “I feel like I’m far too old to  
     be anyone’s Valentine” please Judy.  
 
386. TEDDY (Picking up)  ...And somehow you picked me. You liked me. You  
     made me smile, somehow. Drivers fall in love with you  
     before the end of a three minute Uber. Teenagers get  
     their words in the wrong order. Poor Bobster bumps  
     into inanimate objects. But somehow you gave  
     yourself to me. With your skin, like chocolate went  
     into business with silk and made an entirely new  
     material to wrap bones in. Your perfect bottom, your  
     rose petal nipples that really ought to be in Tate  
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     Modern instead of all those silly installations and fake  
     sunflower seeds. 
 
Next door the cast continue their read. 
 
387. FLORA    That’s…a lot of things. To feel. At once. 
 
388. TEDDY   You opened this closet door, you have to  
     stand under what falls out...  
 
389. FLORA    Again, fair enough.  
 
390. TEDDY   So.  Suddenly I have all that to lose. And Sam to.  
     confuse If I introduce you properly. I don’t want  
     anymore... upheaval for him. Or the top of his little  
     head will come clean off. 
 
391. FLORA    I know. 
 
392. TEDDY   And look at you. You are going all the way. You are  
     going to produce La-La-Land. Or uncover the next  
     thalidomide. Or make the next Breaking Bad.  
     Anything you put your mind to. I think what we do  
     here is important. An everyday story of country folk.  
     (Who beat and rape their wives here and there but,  
     you know, also confront important agricultural and  
     arable issues.) It matters. Continuity. Harmony.  
     Ordinariness. Glue. Stability in a world of change. It  
     matters. But it doesn’t matter enough to you. Enough  
     to stay forever, like me. I know that. I admire that. I  

want to see you... soar. Through my own tears if 
absolutely necessary.  
 

(A gulped breath) 
 
393. TEDDY   I can’t afford to let it out or it will... never stop coming.  
     Quiet people talk all the time in their heads. Same as  
     you extroverts. Same as you Pompidou Centre people  
     with your hearts on the outside. Our nerve endings  
     conduct the same amount of pain. They don’t have to  
     be visible to do it. 
 
A beat. A lot going on in Flora’s head. 
 
394. FLORA    Okay, I don’t want you to lose all respect for me at the  
     moment you are getting good at expressing it but... 
 
395. TEDDY   But? 
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396. FLORA    But I... don’t actually know what the Pompidou Centre  
     is. 
 
397. TEDDY   Big building. In Paris. Richard Rogers. All the pipes and  
     cables are on the outside. Instead of hidden. (Surely  
     you could have worked that out from the context?) 
 
398. FLORA    You’d think. In my defence I’ve got a lot going on. 
 
399. TEDDY   True. 
 
400. FLORA    Also. (I know it’s rubbish timing but…) I really do have  
     to step in and open up the Facebook debate about  
     Kirsty. And maybe close down the one about us. 
 
401. BOBSTER VO   Cubicle: Cast wants to know what you think of that last  
     one? 
 
402. FLORA    And go talk to the actors a bit... 
 
403. TEDDY   Go. I’ve more or less given myself a nose bleed  
     anyhow. Sign language for me from now on. 
 
404. FLORA    I’ll be right back, I promise. Hold all those thoughts. 
 
She goes. 
 

NO VERSION BELOW 
 
AUDIENCE DECISION POINT CUT OFF. THE NO VERSION FROM NOW ON. 
 
Teddy goes back to cutting. We hear him play back a chunk of scene seven. 
 
405. ALISTAIR VO   Nonsense. You are never too old for flowers and  
     chocolates.  
 
Then he clicks the mic to another corner of the studio. 
 
406. TEDDY   Bobster? Ready with the spot wine glasses? 
 
407. BOBSTER (OFF)  Huh? Oh. Yes. Sorry Teddy. Bit distracted. Ready when  
     you are. 
 
SFX Clink and pour. 
 
408. TEDDY   Got that. Hold the glass by the stem so we get a more  
     musical clink 
 
SFX Ping clink. 
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409. TEDDY   Perfect.  
 
410. BOBSTER (OFF)  Great. Hold on, I’ll come through. 
 
411. TEDDY   No! Bobster, stay there I’m actually just in the middle  
     of... hello? Bob? 
 
He’s obviously heading in. 
 
412. TEDDY (CONT’D) (Quietly) Arsebuckets. 

 
There’s a noise like someone chucking a hippopotamus down a short flight of stairs. 
Bobster entering. 
 
413. BOBSTER   You were right Teddy. I should talk to her. 
 
414. TEDDY   Did I say that? 
 
415. BOBSTER   Yes. You’re a true friend and a guru and all class. I’m  
     going with what you said. I’m going to tell her all about  
     the love and how we are meant for each other, then go  
     and have lots of sex & babies. 
 
416. TEDDY   Okay, I definitely didn’t say that. 
 
417. BOBSTER   I wish I was like you Ted. All cool and calm and quiet  
     and sexy for an old bloke. 
 
418. TEDDY   Thanks. Thanks for that. 
 
419. BOBSTER   But maybe she is into young flesh. Cougar and all that.  
     A lot of girls go for the bear thing. And I’ve got my own  
     place and prospects. And some premium bonds.  
 
420. TEDDY   You sound ideal Bob. But.. 
 
421. BOBSTER   Oh! And gym membership! We could go together and it  
     wouldn’t feel like such a waste of money.. 
 
422. TEDDY   Bobster. I need to tell you something... 
 
423. BOBSTER   I’m a bit strung out if I’m honest. Went the three Red  
     Bulls route. I had two and they didn’t seem to do much  
     so I had a third and now I’m starting to think that was  
     a Red Bull too far, in Red Bull terms. 
 
424. TEDDY   Could be. But Bob, Flora and I are... 
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The door opens again and Flora hurries back in. 
 
(SCRIPT VARIATIONS START FROM HERE) 
 
425. FLORA    Okay, I’ve been think... oh, hi Bobster. Shouldn’t you  
     be... 
 
426. BOBSTER (Blurting)  I love you. 
 
427. FLORA    What? 
 
428. BOBSTER   I love you. There. I’ve said it. Twice in fact. Quality! 
 
429. FLORA    I love you too Bob but I really need to speak to... 
 
430. BOBSTER   Yes. Speak. But let me speak first or I might mess it up. 
 
431. TEDDY (Softly)  Can open. Worms everywhere. 
 
432. BOBSTER   Sex and babies! We should have lots. And the Gym  
     membership will also keep us fit. It’s just for me at the  
     moment but they have this kind of plus one thing until  
     you know that you are both definitely going to go all 
     the time. Which I don’t at the moment, obviously. But I 
     will when we’re together because I want to look great 
     for you. 
 
433. FLORA    What’s happening? 
 
434. TEDDY   Three Red Bulls. 
 
435. BOBSTER   Sorry. Out of sequence a bit. I love you. And I realise  
     that you don’t love me. Yet. Or even know my  
     surname, possibly. 
 
436. FLORA    Walker? 
 
437. BOBSTER   Quality! Double quality. Okay, well we are almost  
     there. I love you. You know me. The Archers are  
     excellent and you have no business walking away from  
     such a good job. What with the Chris Evans thing  
     (though I hear he’s actually very nice these days. Car  
     show disaster brought him down a peg. Practically  
     humble now, apparently). Anyway, you belong here,  
     with me. Own place. Gym membership. Love. That’s  
     everything. Stay here with me. With us. Me and Teddy.  
     He likes you too, don’t you Ted? No idea why he fixed  
     you up with the job in the first place. He’ll miss you as  
     much as me nearly, if you actually go. Which you  
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     shouldn’t.  
 
438. FLORA    What do you mean?? 
 
439. BOBSTER   I mean I love you and I think you should stay and love  
     me back. 
 
440. FLORA    No, about the job. 
 
441. BOBSTER   You shouldn’t take it. Even though Chris Evans is really  
     nice now. Allegedly. 
 
442. FLORA    No. The bit about Teddy. 
 
443. BOBSTER   He wants you to stay, don’t you Ted? Help me out  
     here... 
 
444. FLORA    About Teddy getting me the job! 
 
445. TEDDY   You got yourself the job. You’re massively over  
     qualified and brillia... 
 
446. BOBSTER   He got his cousin to pull strings. For some reason. 
 
447. FLORA    I thought your cousin was the lead singer of  
     Showaddywaddy. 
 
448. TEDDY   Other cousin. Scarlet. (Dave Bartram is actually my  
     second cousin twice removed.) 
 
449. FLORA    You’re kidding me. 
 
450. TEDDY   True story. 
 
451. FLORA    No! The other thing!  
 
452. BOBSTER   I’m lost now. Is this still about me? 
 
453. FLORA    Shush Bobster. 
 
454. BOBSTER   Oh. No then, I guess. 
 
455. FLORA    Sorry. Back to you in a second. All very sweet.  
     Hopeless but sweet. Stick a pin in yourself. 
 
456. BOBSTER   Okay. 
 
457. FLORA    You were trying to get rid of me you lying hypocrite!  
     All that guff about having nice nipples! You nearly had  
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     me fooled. 
 
458. TEDDY   It’s not like that. 
 
459. FLORA    Oh really? 
 
460. TEDDY   Yes, you really do have the most beautiful nipples. 
 
461. BOBSTER   Hey. How do you know? 
 
462. TEDDY   We’ll come back to that too. I did try to tel... 
 
463. FLORA    Did you or did you not get me the telly job? 
 
464. TEDDY   No. 
 
465. FLORA    No? 
 
466. BOBSTER   I thought you said you... 
 
467. TEDDY   You got yourself the job. I only got you... the interview.  
     And. 
 
468. FLORA    And?? 
 
469. TEDDY   Told them you were the most capable, warm hearted,  
     smartest woman on earth. 
 
470. FLORA    Told who? 
 
471. TEDDY   My cousin Scarlet. Deputy Controller of BBC1. 
 
472. FLORA    Jesusmaryjosephandallthesaints. 
 
473. TEDDY   I wasn’t trying to get rid of you. I… love you. 
 
474. BOBSTER   Hey! 
 
475. TEDDY   I love you. And if you love someone you should love  
     them to the exclusion of all else. Even if it costs you...  
     everything. 
 
476. BOBSTER   No disrespect Teddy but I did say it first. 
 
477. FLORA    Yes! He did! I’m going to marry Bobster, just to show  
     you what an arsebucket you are. 
 
478. TEDDY (Quietly)  Love that word. I love everything about you. 
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479. BOBSTER   I think this is rather poor form. 
 
480. FLORA    You got me the job? 
 
481. TEDDY   For the last time, you got yourself the job. I merely got  
     you the opportunity. Quietly. 
 
482. FLORA    With the Controller of BBC1. 
 
483. TEDDY   Deputy. 
 
484. BOBSTER   That’s rather splitting hairs Ted. She still sounds  
     pretty powerful. 
 
485. FLORA    But why? 
 
486. BOBSTER   Because she’s second in command. 
 
487. FLORA    Why did you get me the.. Opportunity? 
 
488. BOBSTER   Oh, I see. 
 
489. TEDDY   Because, as I said, you are going all the way. And you  
     may as well start now. 
 
490. FLORA    I’m so confused. 
 
491. BOBSTER   Me too. Surely I get some credit for loving you first.  
     Despite the networking thing which was obviously a  
     very nice thing for Teddy to do. 
 
Flora snaps out of her revery and focuses on Bobster. 
 
492. FLORA    Bobster. Thank you very much for your sweet  
     declaration. I’m very touched but I fear I don’t feel the  
     same. You are a bit young for me and my life is already  
     rather complicated. Some lucky person is going to be  
     very happy being your girl. But not me. Sorry. 
 
493. BOBSTER   Oh. Okay. Well. Something of a long shot. 
 
494. FLORA    Would you mind making sure that Michael and  
     Judy are okay for drinks? 
 
495. BOBSTER   Of course. Good luck with your thing Teddy. My advice  
     is to speak a bit slower. 
 
And the sweet, giant Lab puppy leaves. 
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There’s a long pause. 
 
496. TEDDY   So. 
 
497. FLORA    So. 
 
498. TEDDY   Want to hear the episode? It’s all restored apart from  
     the last couple of spot effects. 
 
499. FLORA    In a minute. 
 
500. TEDDY   TX in a few hours. Cutting it a bit fine. As usual. 
 
501. FLORA    In a minute. 
 
502. TEDDY   People are going to want to know what happens with  
     Justin and Miranda. Be a shame if you muck up your  
     last ever episode. 
 
503. FLORA    In a minute. 
 
504. TEDDY   Could become a collector’s item I suppose. Episode  
     18,216. The unbroadcast episode. 
 
505. FLORA    Can’t you come with me? 
 
506. TEDDY   Sammy is eight. I have to be where he is. I just can’t  
     miss another minute of my time with him. 
 
507. FLORA    I know. 
 
508. TEDDY   Also someone has to stop Bobster bumping into  
     things. 
 
509. FLORA    Can’t you come with me? 
 
510. TEDDY   I can’t baby. The same way you can’t stay. Can you? 
 
A horrible moment of struggle. 
 
511. FLORA    I can’t. 
 
512. TEDDY   You’ll find someone the second after you step off the  
     train. Everyone falls in love with you on sight. My  
     cousin Scarlet is very attractive actually. If you like the  
     family resemblance and have an open mind. 
 
513. FLORA    Shut up. 
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514. TEDDY   Showaddywaddy still tour. Though my cousin is the  
     manager now, rather than the singer. But he’ll be in  
     London a fair bit I imagine. 
 
515. FLORA    Shut-up-shut-up-shut-up. 
 
The longest pause. 
 
516. TEDDY   Want to hear the restored Ep? It’s a good one I think.  
     I’ll turn the lights down... the way you like. 
 
 
 
 
 
517. FLORA    Okay. 
 
We hear Teddy click a couple of buttons. 
 
518. TEDDY   This is TX version. Episode 18,216 of... the Archers. 
  
 
The music swells, but it’s a lovely, slightly mournful single finger piano only version of the 
Archers theme. It plays through to the credits. 
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YES VERSION 
 
AUDIENCE DECISION POINT CUT OFF. THE YES VERSION FROM NOW ON. 
 
 
Teddy goes back to cutting. We hear him play back a chunk of scene seven. 
 
425. ALISTAIR VO   Nonsense. You are never too old for flowers and  
     chocolates.  
 
Then he clicks the mic to another corner of the studio. 
 
426. TEDDY   Bobster? Ready with the spot wine glasses? 
 
427. BOBSTER (OFF)  Huh? Oh. Yes. Sorry Teddy. Bit distracted. Ready  

when you are. 
 

SFX Clink and pour. 
 
428. TEDDY   Got that. Hold the glass by the stem so we get a more  
     musical clink. 
 
SFX Ping clink. 
 
429. TEDDY   Perfect.  
 
430. BOBSTER (OFF)  Great. Hold on, I’ll come through. 
 
431. TEDDY   No! Bobster, stay there I’m actually just in the middle  
     of... hello? Bob? 
 
He’s obviously heading in. 
 
432. TEDDY (CONT’D) 
(Quietly)    Arsebuckets. 
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There’s a noise like someone chucking a hippopotamus down a short flight of stairs. 
Bobster entering. 
 
433. BOBSTER   You were right Teddy. I should talk to her. 
 
434. TEDDY   Did I say that? 
 
435. BOBSTER   Yes. You’re a true friend and a guru and all class. I’m  
     going with what you said. I’m going to tell her all 

about the love and how we are meant for each other,  
then go and have lots of sex & babies. 

 
436. TEDDY   Okay, I definitely didn’t say that. 
 
437. BOBSTER   I wish I was like you Ted. All cool and calm and  

quiet and sexy for an old bloke. 
 

438. TEDDY   Thanks. Thanks for that. 
 
439. BOBSTER   But maybe she is into young flesh. Cougar and all that.  

A lot of girls go for the bear thing. And I’ve got my own  
place and prospects. And some premium bonds.  
 

440. TEDDY   You sound ideal Bob. But.. 
 
441. BOBSTER   Oh! And gym membership! We could go together and  

it wouldn’t feel like such a waste of money.. 
 

442. TEDDY   Bobster. I need to tell you something... 
 
443. BOBSTER   I’m a bit strung out if I’m honest. Went the three Red  
     Bulls route. I had two and they didn’t seem to do much  
     so I had a third and now I’m starting to think that was  
     a Red Bull too far, in Red Bull terms. 
 
444. TEDDY   Could be. But Bob, Flora and I are... 
 
The door opens again and Flora hurries back in. 
 
445. FLORA    Okay, I’ve been think... oh, hi Bobster. I’m done with  
     the cast you can go back in there n... 
 
446. BOBSTER (Blurting)  I love you. 
 
447. FLORA    What now? 
 
448. BOBSTER   I love you. There. I’ve said it. Twice in fact. Quality! 
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449. FLORA    I love you too Bob but I really need to speak to... 
 
450. BOBSTER   Yes. Speak. But let me speak first or I might mess it up. 
 
451. TEDDY (Softly)  Can open. Worms everywhere. 
 
452. BOBSTER   Sex and babies! We should have lots. And the Gym 

membership will also keep us fit. It’s just for me at the  
moment but they have this kind of plus one thing until  
you know that you are both definitely going to go all  
the time. Which I don’t at the moment, obviously. But I  
will when we’re together because I want to look great  
for you. 
 
 

453. FLORA    What’s happening? 
 
454. TEDDY   Three Red Bulls. 
 
455. BOBSTER   Sorry. Out of sequence a bit. I love you. And I realise 

that you don’t love me. Yet. Or even know my  
surname, possibly. 
 

456. FLORA    Walker? 
 
457. BOBSTER   Quality! Double quality. Okay, well we are almost  
     there. I love you. You know me. The Archers are  
     excellent and you have no business walking away from  
     such a good job. What with the Chris Evans thing  
     (though I hear he’s actually very nice these days. Car  
     show disaster brought him down a peg. Practically  
     humble now, apparently). Anyway, you belong here,  
     with me. Own place. Gym membership. Love. That’s  
     everything. Stay here with me. With us. Me and Teddy.  
     He likes you too, don’t you Ted? No idea why he fixed  
     you up with the job in the first place. He’ll miss you as  
     much as me nearly, if you actually go. Which you  
     shouldn’t.  
 
458. FLORA    What do you mean?? 
 
459. BOBSTER   I mean I love you and I think you should stay and love  
     me back. 
 
460. FLORA    No, about the job. 
 
461. BOBSTER   You shouldn’t take it. Even though Chris Evans is really  
     nice now. Allegedly. 
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462. FLORA    No. The bit about Teddy. 
 
463.    BOBSTER   He wants you to stay, don’t you Ted? Help me out  
     here... 
 
464. FLORA    About Teddy getting me the job! 
 
465. TEDDY   You got yourself the job. You’re massively over  
     qualified and brillia... 
 
466. BOBSTER   He got his cousin to pull strings. For some reason. 
 
467. FLORA    I thought your cousin was the lead singer of  
     Showaddywaddy. 
 
468. TEDDY   Other cousin. Scarlet. (Dave Bartram is actually my  
     second cousin twice removed.) 
 
469. FLORA    You’re kidding me. 
 
470. TEDDY   True story. 
 
470a. FLORA    No! The other thing!  
 
472. BOBSTER   I’m lost now. Is this still about me? 
 
473. FLORA    Shush Bobster. 
 
474. BOBSTER   Oh. No then, I guess. 
 
475. FLORA    Sorry. Back to you in a second. All very sweet.  
     Hopeless but sweet. Stick a pin in yourself. 
 
476. BOBSTER   Okay. 
 
477. FLORA    You were trying to get rid of me you lying hypocrite!  
     All that guff about having nice nipples! You nearly had  
     me fooled. 
 
478. TEDDY   It’s not like that. 
 
479. FLORA    Oh really? 
 
480. TEDDY   Yes, you really do have the most beautiful nipples. 
 
481. BOBSTER   Hey. How do you know? 
 
482. TEDDY   We’ll come back to that too. I did try to tel... 
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483. FLORA    Did you or did you not get me the telly job? 
 
484. TEDDY   No. 
 
485. FLORA    No? 
 
486. BOBSTER   I thought you said you... 
 
487. TEDDY   You got yourself the job. I only got you... the interview.  
     And. 
 
488. FLORA    And?? 
 
489. TEDDY   Told them you were the most capable, warm hearted,  
     smartest woman on earth. 
 
490. FLORA    Told who? 
 
491. TEDDY   My cousin Scarlet. Deputy Controller of BBC1. 
 
492. FLORA    Jesusmaryjosephandallthesaints. 
 
493. TEDDY   I wasn’t trying to get rid of you. I… love you. 
 
494. BOBSTER   Hey! 
 
495. TEDDY   I love you. And if you love someone you should love  
     them to the exclusion of all else. Even if it costs you...  
     everything. 
 
496. BOBSTER   No disrespect Teddy but I did say it first. 
 
497. FLORA    Yes! He did! I’m going to marry Bobster, just to show  
     you what an arsebucket you are. 
 
498. TEDDY (Quietly)  Love that word. I love everything about you. 
 
499. BOBSTER   I think this is rather poor form. 
 
500. FLORA    You got me the job? 
 
501. TEDDY   For the last time, you got yourself the job. I merely got  
     you the opportunity. Quietly. 
 
502. FLORA    With the Controller of BBC1. 
 
503. TEDDY   Deputy. 
 
504. BOBSTER   That’s rather splitting hairs Ted. She still sounds  
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     pretty powerful. 
 
505. FLORA    But why? 
 
506. BOBSTER   Because she’s second in command. 
 
507. FLORA    Why did you get me the.. Opportunity? 
 
508. BOBSTER   Oh, I see. 
 
509. TEDDY   Because, as I said, you are going all the way. And you  
     may as well start now. 
 
510. FLORA    I’m so confused. 
 
511. BOBSTER   Me too. Surely I get some credit for loving you first.  
     Despite the networking thing which was obviously a  
     very nice thing for Teddy to do. 
 
Flora snaps out of her reverie and focuses on Bobster. 
 
512. FLORA    Bobster. Thank you very much for your sweet  
     declaration. Some lucky girl is going to be very happy  
     being your girl. But not me. Sorry. 
 
513. BOBSTER   Oh. Okay. Well. Something of a long shot. 
 
514. FLORA    Would you mind making sure that Michael and Judy  
     are okay for drinks. 
 
515. BOBSTER   Of course. Good luck with your thing Teddy. My advice  
     is to speak a bit slower. 
 
And the sweet, giant Lab puppy leaves. 
There’s a long pause. 
 
516. TEDDY   So. 
 
517. FLORA    So. 
 
518. TEDDY   Want to hear the episode? It’s all restored apart from  
     the last couple of spot effects. 
 
519. FLORA    In a minute.... A weird thing is happening. 
 
520. TEDDY   Weirder than Bobster proposing? 
 
521. FLORA    Much weirder. It seems... you have social media fans. 
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522. TEDDY   That is weird. 
 
523. FLORA    You know I accidentally asked the Archers fan base if  
     we should split up? 
 
524. TEDDY   Hard to forget. 
 
525. FLORA    Well. It seems. They think that it’s... not so smart. 
 
526. TEDDY   Really. 
 
527. FLORA    Yes. Seems they think I will miss Ambridge.  

And the cast. And the stories. And them. And... you. 
 

528. TEDDY   How do they know about me? 
 
529. FLORA    I’ve been telling them. Here and there. As we’ve been  
     talking. And. They say I sound like... I love you. More  
     than I know. More than I admit. And that I love this,  
     making this story of everyday country wife beating  
     and leaving people at the altar and diverting floods  
     and losing babies and cows and great tits and things.  
     Love it. 
 
530. TEDDY   Any of them mention that the One Show is not exactly  
     Newsnight? Or Poldark? 
 
531. FLORA    That hasn’t come up. 
 
532. TEDDY   It’s not though. You can do better. And I know you can  
     do better than me. You could have anyone. Any life you  
     choose. 
 
533. FLORA (Gentle teasing) I am, indeed, attractive and vivacious. 
 
534. TEDDY   My Sammy is eight. I have to be where he is. Can’t miss  
     another minute of my time with him. 
 
535. FLORA    I know. 
 
536. TEDDY   Also someone has to stop Bobster bumping into  
     things. 
 
537. FLORA    They do. 
 
A horrible moment of uncertainty. 
 
538. TEDDY   Anyway. I’ve finished the ep.  
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539. FLORA    Good. 
 
540. TEDDY   Want to... stick around and hear it? 
 
541. FLORA    Yes please. I think I might quite like to... stick around. 
  
We hear Teddy click a couple of buttons. 
 
542. TEDDY   This is TX version. Episode 18,216 of... the Archers. 
 
The music swells, but it’s a lovely, single finger piano only version of the Archers theme. It 
plays through to the credits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


